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Paris attacks, 
two years on: 
What we know
PARIS: Two years after the terror attacks on Paris
nightspots that left 130 people dead, seven people are in
custody in France while key figures remain at large and
may be dead. Among the 10 jihadists who wreaked hav-
oc on the French capital on November 13, 2015, the only
survivor is Salah Abdeslam, who is refusing to talk to
investigators.  The probe into the Paris bloodbath, which
was planned in Belgium, overlaps considerably with an
investigation into attacks on the Brussels airport and
metro four months later that claimed 32 lives.

Key witness silent 
Abdeslam’s capture in Belgium and transfer to

France in April 2016 has not been the boon investigators
had hoped for, since the 28-year-old petty criminal-
turned-jihadist has refused to cooperate with the inves-
tigation. Against all expectations however, he has said
he wants to appear at a trial in Brussels to face charges
of attempted murder of police officers during his arrest
in the Belgian capital, but there too he may refuse to
answer questions.  Most members of the jihadist cell
responsible for both the Paris and the Brussels attacks
have been killed or arrested. Requests have gone out
across Europe as well as to Turkey and north Africa in
an effort to piece together the network that enabled the
conspirators to infiltrate the flow of migrants into
Europe in the summer of 2015 and plan attacks ordered
by the Islamic State group in Syria and Iraq. Fifteen
suspects have been charged or are being sought with
arrest warrants.

Belgium-France nexus
Six people besides Abdeslam are in custody in France

including two men suspected of having been selected to
take part in attacks: Adel Haddadi, an Algerian, and
Muhammed Usman of Pakistan. The two men, who trav-
elled from Syria along with two of the jihadists who
attacked the national stadium on the outskirts of Paris,
were arrested in Austria a month after the carnage.
Three associates of Abdeslam accused of helping him
flee to Belgium the day after the Paris attacks and a man
accused of providing fake IDs to the jihadists are also
being held in France. Five suspects are in custody in
Belgium who are also wanted for trial in France. One of
them, Mohamed Abrini, dubbed “the man in the hat”
from CCTV video at the Brussels airport, was trans-
ferred briefly to France in January to be charged.

Jawad Bendaoud, who lodged Paris attacks ringleader
Abdelhamid Abbaoud, will be tried along with two other
defendants in a regular criminal court instead of France’s
special terror court early next year.A suspected logisti-
cian for the November 13 attacks, Mohamed Bakkali,
was arrested in Belgium and is wanted in France. He was
charged Tuesday in Brussels over an August 2015 attack
on a Paris-bound Thalys train that left two passengers
injured. France is also seeking the extradition of another
suspected logistician, Ahmed Dahmani, a Belgian of
Moroccan origin who was arrested in Turkey just after
the Paris attacks and thought to be headed to Syria.

Ringleader at large
A suspected kingpin of the network, Oussama Atar,

has been identified from a photograph by one of the men
arrested in Austria as the mastermind of the Paris
attacks, operating from Raqa, the former Syrian “capital”
of IS. The 32-year-old Belgian and Moroccan national,
who is at large, is a relative of the El Bakroui brothers
who blew themselves up in the Brussels attacks and the
brother of Yassine Atar, who is being held in Belgium and
also wanted in France.

Conversations found on a computer revealed the
“central role” that Atar played in planning attacks in
Europe, according to Belgian investigators.  Also on the
run is Ahmad Alkhad-thought to be an alias-suspected
of making the bombs and suicide belts used in the Paris
and Brussels attacks.  His DNA was found on a suicide
vest worn by one of the assailants who blew themselves
up outside the Paris stadium. The fall of IS strongholds in
Syria and Iraq has kindled investigators’ hopes of
ensnaring some of the ringleaders of the Paris and
Brussels attacks, if they are still alive. —AFP 

Son George W Bush left his ballot blank

Bush Sr voted for Clinton, 
called Trump a ‘blowhard’

WASHINGTON: Former US president George HW
Bush voted for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election
and called Donald Trump a “blowhard” who was
driven by “a certain ego.” His son George W Bush
left his ballot blank and said of Trump: “This guy
doesn’t know what it means to be president.” The
revelations, contained
in historian Mark
Updegrove’s “The Last
Republicans,” available
in bookstores later this
month, represent the
strongest criticism to
date from the Bush
clan on why their
Republican successor
is uniquely unfit  to
hold office. 

“I don’t l ike him,”
the elder Bush told
Updegrove in May 2016 before the elections in
November of that year, according to excerpts of
the book obtained by AFP. “I don’t know much
about him, but I know he’s a blowhard. And I’m not
too excited about him being (our) leader.” While
traveling to Tokyo on Air Force One, Trump walked

back to the press cabin and responded to the
Bushes’ criticism. “I don’t need headlines. I don’t
want to make their move successful,” he said.

‘Doesn’t understand the job’
The younger Bush was skeptical about then-

candidate Trump’s
chances in a race in
which his younger
brother Jeb was an
early favorite.
“Interesting, won’t
last,” was his init ial
reaction when Trump
entered the race. Once
the bombastic billion-
aire real estate mag-
nate secured the
Republican nomination,
Bush expressed sur-

prise and worried about Trump’s lack of humility,
and thus his inability to recognize his own limita-
tions and surround himself with more knowledge-
able people. “As you know from looking at my fami-
ly,” Bush said, humility “is a certain heritage, that’s
what they expect, and we’re not seeing that” in

Trump.  After Trump said, “I’m my own advisor,”
Bush quipped: “Wow, this guy really doesn’t under-
stand the job of president.”

The comments are sure to escalate a long-run-
ning feud and come after George W. Bush gave a
speech last month that condemned bigotry, bullying
and lies in US politics in what was widely seen as a
broadside against Trump even though the president
was not mentioned by name. The book’s title was
inspired by the younger Bush’s concerns that he
had been “the last Republican president”-not just
because Clinton was seen as favorite to win the
election, but because Trump represented a major
break from traditional conservatism.

A White House official hit back, telling CNN: “If
one presidential candidate can disassemble a politi-
cal party, it speaks volumes about how strong a
legacy its past two presidents really had.” “And that
begins with the Iraq war, one of the greatest foreign
policy mistakes in American history,” the official
added. The younger Bush also pushed back hard on
the widely-held perception during his time in office
that his vice president Dick Cheney and secretary
of defense Donald Rumsfeld controlled the White
House from behind the scenes.  They “didn’t make
one fucking decision,” he told Updegrove. —AFP

‘I don’t like him,’
the elder Bush

told Updegrove

HOUSTON: Former United States Presidents George W Bush and
George H W Bush look on after throwing out the ceremonial first
pitch before game five of the 2017 World Series between the
Houston Astros and the Los Angeles Dodgers. —AFP

Russian police detain 
anti-Putin protesters 
MOSCOW: Russian police said they detained 263
activists gathering in central Moscow yesterday for an
unauthorized protest against President Vladimir Putin.
Radical opposition activist Vyacheslav Maltsev had
appealed on his website for his supporters to hold
protests across the country, calling for a “people’s
Revolution” and an immediate end to Putin’s rule. “For
breaches of public order in central Moscow, 263 people
have been detained. They have all been taken to local
police stations,” Moscow police said in a statement.

Many of those detained were carrying knives, knuck-
ledusters and pistols that can fire rubber bullets, TASS
state news agency reported. It said police were detain-
ing activists after searching them. An AFP photographer
said police, some in helmets and bullet-proof vests,
picked up the protesters one by one in central Moscow
close to the Kremlin.  A reporter for popular Echo of
Moscow radio station, Andrei Yezhov, wrote on Twitter
that he had been detained and posted video from inside
a police van, saying most of those held were in their ear-
ly 20s. He was later released without charge.  Maltsev
ran for parliament last year and has a popular YouTube
channel with critical political commentary. 

He lives in the regional city of Saratov but fled to
Paris earlier this year after a Moscow court issued an
arrest warrant for him over calls for extremist activity.
His movement called Artpodgotovka was banned by a
court in October. The FSB security service said Friday
that it had detained a group of supporters of Maltsev
who were planning to carry out “high-profile extremist
actions” on November 4 and 5 including setting fire to
government offices and attacking police officers. It said
the detentions took place in Moscow and its surround-

ing region.  The security service said that police had
halted the activities of groups of his supporters in five
other cities.

It accused Maltsev of using the Internet for “propa-
ganda of violent actions.” Yesterday’s protest came after
police in Moscow on Saturday detained dozens of peo-
ple at a nationalist anti-Kremlin march on a public holi-

day known as the Day of National Unity. In recent
months, opposition leader Alexei Navalny has also called
supporters onto streets for protests without permission
from city authorities, resulting in large numbers of
arrests. In June, more than 1,500 Navalny supporters
were arrested during a day of demonstrations across the
nation against government corruption.  —AFP

MOSCOW: Russian police detain an opposition activist during a protest rally in central Moscow yesterday. —AFP

Regional poll, a 
barometer for 
Italy elections
CATANIA: Sicilians casted their ballots yesterday in
a regional vote seen as a barometer for Italy’s coming
general  elections, with the populist  Five Star
Movement (M5S) challenging a resurgent right as a
divided left flounders. “The vote is considered deci-
sive not just by the party leaders pounding the streets
of the main cities, and not just for the island’s future,
but for the future of Italy and even Europe,” editorial-
ist Marcello Sorgi wrote in La Stampa daily.  

A victory in Sicily would give M5S its first region,
a boost supporters say could propel it all the way to
national leadership. “The choice is simple: us or
them, the future or the past, hope or failure, citizens
or traditional political parties”, comedian Beppe
Gri l lo , the movement ’s  outspoken, wi ld-eyed
founder, wrote on his blog.M5S candidate Giancarlo
Cancelleri, 42, is expected to have just one real chal-
lenger for the victory podium: Nello Musumeci, 62,
who was leading the race in recent polls and could
snap up the region for the right.

A bitterly feuding left is expected to fail to get
anyway near the top.  Analysts say the political
dynamic mirrors the situation nationally, and the
vote is being closely watched in the euro-zone’s
third-largest economy for indications of how the
general election, due before May, will go. Polls
opened at 8:00 am (0700 GMT) and close at 10:00
pm (2100 GMT). The votes will be counted today.
“The polling stations open under a dark cloud, amid
controversy over the risk of vote-rigging,” La
Repubblica daily said, referring to claims the deci-
sion to wait overnight before beginning the count
increased the chances of fraud.

The interior ministry was upping controls in
response to the fears, it said.  All eyes were on voter
turnout figures, with low turnout known to have
rewarded M5S in the past. Only 47 percent of
Sicily’s eligible voters turned out for the last region-
al elections in 2012, a record low. “If Sicilians don’t
vote, the scoffing at the trough will continue,” M5S

bigwig Roberto Fico said yesterday in reference to a
“corruption emergency” in Sicily that has seen
politicians across the political spectrum mired in
scandal.

‘Enemies at the door’
A victory for Musumeci could be a boost for for-

mer premier  Si lv io Ber lusconi , who recent ly
shrugged off scandals to return to the political fray,
portraying himself as a pro-European moderate and
the only real defense against populism. His centre-
right Forza Italia (Go Italy) party joined forces with
its traditional rightist allies the Northern League and
the Brothers of Italy for the Sicily vote-a powerful
combination which pollsters say could steal the
show at the national elections. The anti-immigrant
Northern League, meanwhile, sees Sicily as a testing
ground for expanding its reach beyond Italy’s north-

ern regions.  But the ruling Democratic Party (PD) is
braced for an embarrassing defeat that could have
serious implications not just for the left nationally
but also for Matteo Renzi, the former prime minister
who wants his old job back.

“Renzi is preparing for the probable Sicilian
nosedive like a man whose enemies are at the door
and the supplies are running out,” political commen-
tator Tommaso Ciriaco said in La Repubblica daily.
The 42-year old has been accused of causing a
debilitating rift in the left, and has largely aban-
doned the party’s candidate, Fabrizio Micari, 54, on
the campaign trail. The worst case for the PD would
see i t  beaten by Art ic le  1  -  Democrat ic  and
Progressive Movement (MDP), formed in early 2017
by a leftwing split. The MDP’s Claudio Fava, 60, was
nipping at Micari’s heels in the latest polls, with just
two percentage points between them. —AFP

SICILY: A woman votes in a polling station in Palermo, Sicily, Italy yesterday. —AP 


